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Map your success with this complete resource for navigating every type of bar exam. Clearing the

Last Hurdle: Mapping Success on the Bar Exam, features substantive outlines for every Multistate

Bar Exam and Multistate Essay Exam topic. Practice questions come in every format multiple

choice, essay, and performance test with score sheets to measure your progress. Learn how to

create mind maps that draw visual connections between related concepts a powerful tool for

learning and memory.
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I give this book my highest recommendation. As a recent bar taker, I know the process can feel

daunting and downright overwhelming. You have so much to learn and only so much time- it helps

immensely to have a game plan. This book is your coach. Professor Wanda Temm gives you her

tried and true game plan and strategies.The first seven chapters get you ready for what you are

about to endure and how you can do it. I read the first seven chapters about 3-4 months before the

exam to prepare. The following chapters show you tips and memory strategies to understand some

of the most tested concepts of the major bar subjects, with sample essays and sample answers. I

read those chapters as I was going through a bar prep course to learn the substantive areas

tested.Overall, it is a great resource. I appreciated the understanding and encouraging tone that

comes through in the author's voice. The bar exam is hard. It is a big hurdle. The author

understands that and does a fantastic job of showing you how to clear it. Good luck with your exam.

I hope this review helps.



This book is written by the Director of one of the most successful bar prep programs in the country.

Active participants in her program who have used the materials included in this book have had a bar

pass rate over the years of 95%; the last several years, the passage rates for active participants

have been between 98% and 100%. The book includes outlines for all multistate topics, practice

multiple choice and essay questions, answer keys, and Mind Maps of subject areas for visual

learners. It has chapters specifically devoted to preparation and testing strategies, as well as to

stress reduction.

Prof. Wanda Temm breaks it down for you like you wish other test prep programs would. Remember

that four hour lecture on secured transactions? Yeah, that's what I thought... This book tells you

exactly how to tackle the topic and garner the points needed to ace that MEE subject. I found this

book most helpful as a supplement to my bar prep program, especially on the MEE topics not

covered on the MBE.

This book was indispensable when I studied for (and subsequently passed) the bar exam! All of the

tips for multiple choice questions and essays really helped me focus on what and how to study. And

the tips for creating the mind maps helped reinforce the material that I had been learning. Even

some of the illustrations became ways for me to memorize the material. I would recommend this

book to bar exam takers of all kinds and of all states. You really cannot go wrong with the strategies

in here.

You'll be faced with an overwhelming amount of information. That's why this book is great.

Professor Temm's guidance will streamline your studies and help you identify the material you must

have memorized for test day. The book contains sample essays, mbe questions, and mind maps.

As a bonus, there's a little cartoon man (a mascot of sorts) that makes an appearance throughout

the book. You'll love him by the end!

A bit long but helpful. Good tips for passing the bar.

This book is a MUST have for beginning Bar prep!

Fast shipping, perfect book!
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